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Abstract

Selecting an ideal profile image to represent a person is
a common problem with many applications. The ideal char-
acteristics of a representative or profile image differ based
on the application. In this work, we focus on selecting a
representative face which is easy to recognise and aestheti-
cally pleasing. Manually curating these images is time con-
suming, repetitive, and subjective. This makes the quality of
curated images inconsistent. We have built a solution to au-
tomate this process and make it efficient, scalable, and con-
sistent. In this work, we describe the various factors which
affect the suitability of a face image for recognition by hu-
mans. We propose efficient solutions which can solve the
problem without the use of ground truth data. We train a re-
gression model using weak supervision provided by heuris-
tics based on features which affect face quality. Finally,
we use professional photography techniques to create stan-
dardized and aesthetically pleasing profile images.

1. Introduction
Prime Video (PV) is a streaming service by Amazon

used by hundreds of millions of customers worldwide for
both video on demand and live sports. X-Ray on PV en-
hances the viewing experience of customers by engaging
their curiosity to explore and learn during playback about
the actors in a scene, music, trivia, and dive into behind-
the-scenes content. The actor profile headshot, name and
other metadata is surfaced to customers via the X-Ray UI
within playback (example in Figure 1). Providing this X-
Ray experience on PV is a challenging scaling problem be-
cause the metadata needs to be generated accurately for a
larger number of titles every year across multiple languages
to maintain customer experience. Manual annotation pro-
cess for generating this metadata takes many hours of ef-
fort for every hour of content and does not scale for an ever
growing video catalog at PV scale.

Using actor headshots of the cast list available in IMDb
is helpful for actor identification. However with the grow-
ing number of titles in local languages with actors who are

Figure 1. An example of the X-Ray user experience. Credited ac-
tors present in the scene are listed with names and profile head-
shots.

not globally popular, this is not useful for all titles. We also
discovered that profile images in IMDb vary wildly in qual-
ity and lesser known actors or titles (non english languages)
have poor quality profile images. This led to the develop-
ment of a solution [2] which can be used for titles with no
headshots available for the actors. This solution is based
on clustering all the faces present in a title and then getting
a small number of faces manually annotated to predict the
presence of actors across the title. This Human-in-the-loop
approach reduced the effort required for metadata genera-
tion by a significant percentage. Despite this reduction in
manual effort, there are still open problems of determining
the quality of the extracted actor headshots and automati-
cally extracting the best image from the entire video in such
a way that it looks similar to a professional headshot for PV
X-Ray customers. Manual process for such extraction is
time consuming and presents additional problems like lack
of standardisation across operators performing the annota-
tions, leading to inconsistencies in headshot image parame-
ters and quality, thereby resulting in poor customer experi-
ence. To address these open problems and drive towards full
automation, in this paper we focus on selecting a represen-
tative face for a group of faces. We look at determination of
the quality of a face image for recognition by both ML al-
gorithms and human viewers. This is a challenging problem
as there is no prior work which we can use directly. There
is no ground truth data for this problem as well. Creating
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ground truth data is challenging and ambiguous as it is very
likely that people will have very different opinions about the
quality of the same image. We also adopted an additional
constraint of frugality and developed a solution without us-
ing supervision. Our developed solution uses deep learning
based feature extractors and heuristic based weak supervi-
sion. We leverage the vast number of faces extracted from
PV video catalog to develop an effective solution without
using any ground truth data.

2. Related Work
There are many different studies (e.g., [1] [6] [8] [10])

which cover impact of face quality on performance of face
recognition algorithms. They look at different features like
pose, illumination, expression, resolution, etc. Most of
these works are with respect to suitability of a face image
for algorithmic matching. There is some overlap between
the problems of face image quality prediction from human
perspective and matching algorithms.

Given the sensitivities of recognition performance when
input faces deviate from constrained conditions, many ear-
lier works (e.g., [16] [4] [19]) predict the quality of a face
image using its similarity to a reference, or “ideal”, face im-
ages. But the models we are interested in can predict quality
of a face image using just the single face image as input.

There are face recognition system which train a net-
work to learn a single face representation(embedding) from
a cluster of faces images of a given person. Although these
methods are trained for improving face matching between
clusters, they can be used to measure face quality because
the weights or coefficients learned for combining the mul-
tiple faces into a single representation reflects on the qual-
ity of a face and its’ embeddings for recognition purposes.
For example, Disentangled Representation learning - Gen-
erative Adversarial Network (DR-GAN) [18], learns a sin-
gle representation from multiple images of a subject, gives
confidence coefficients which can be used to predict the
face quality. Similarly, Yang et al. [20] propose Neural
Aggregation Network(NAN), a Convolutional Neural Net-
work based model which has attention blocks which learn
weights for pooling the embeddings from different face im-
ages of a person into a single representation. Both studies
have examples to show that their model can be used to sug-
gest face quality.

The most relevant work for face quality from a human
perspective is a recent study [5] which works on different
models to predict face quality for algorithmic matching and
human assessment. They propose (and compare) two dif-
ferent methods to learn face image quality based on target
face quality values from

1. human assessments of face image quality (matcher-
independent); and

2. quality values computed from similarity scores
(matcher-dependent)

They train a support vector regression model trained on
face features extracted using a deep convolutional neural
network(ConvNet) to predict the quality of a face image.
They claim that this is the first study to utilize human as-
sessments of face image quality in designing a predictor of
unconstrained face quality that is shown to be effective in
cross-database evaluation.

Their model based on human assessment should ideally
be suitable for our use case. To the best of our knowledge,
we aren’t aware of any study which evaluates a face im-
age quality model for manual matching. Even though there
are many studies [13] [12] which compare and contrast the
performance difference between humans and matching al-
gorithm.

We couldn’t inspect the efficacy of the model trained us-
ing human assessment as neither the data or model is pub-
licly available. We test another recent model called Face-
QNet [10] which is based on a convolutional neural network
created by fine-tuning a pre-trained ResNet50 [9]. It takes
a face image as input and gives it a score ∈ {0, 1} for it’s
suitability for face matching using FaceNet [15]. We use
this model in our work as mentioned in the features section.

3. Problem Statement
Selecting faces from a human perspective using an al-

gorithm is fundamentally challenging, as it tries to learn
features that machines don’t naturally learn and prioritize
when learning face recognition. Getting human supervised
data can help, but we try to solve this problem using only
unsupervised or pre-trained tools and resources.

We can define the problem as – Given a set of clusters of
face images, Ci = {F i

1, F
i
2, . . . , F

i
n} for i ∈ {1, 2, ...,m} ,

select a face for each of the clusters - F i
ki

, which is the eas-
iest to recognize and distinguish for a human. These face
images are picked from a frame in a video, we also need
to find a standardised image crop which is aesthetically ap-
pealing and suitable to be used as a profile image.

For some applications such as filtering out bad quality
faces, we need an absolute score to determine the quality of
the face. We define a second problem - Given a face image,
predict a score for the quality of the face image (from a
human perspective) in the range of {0, 1} such that a higher
quality image has a higher score.

4. Features
The performance of any face recognition system (auto-

mated or manual) is highly influenced by the variability of
the samples [3]. There are many factors from the image ac-
quisition conditions which effect its suitability for a recog-
nition system - illumination, location, background homo-
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geneity, focus, sharpness, etc. There are many factors asso-
ciated to the properties of the face itself like pose, presence
of occlusions, and different expressions.

We shortlist the following features for selection of faces
from a human perspective:

1. Brightness - We calculate brightness of the face image
by converting the image to the HSV format and calcu-
lating the mean of value in percentage(we divide it by
255 and multiple with 100) of all pixels.

2. Resolution(Size of the face image) - We capture face
images from the video by using MTCNN face detec-
tion [22] on every alternate frame in the video. We
calculate the area of the bounding box we get in square
pixels.

3. Sharpness - A tool designed for quality assessment of
a face to check it’s suitability for automated face recog-
nition systems called FaceQNet [10] is very effective
in judging the sharpness of the image. This convolu-
tional neural network based on ResNet50 [9] takes a
face image as input and gives it a score between 0 and
1 for it’s suitability for face matching. Based on our
observations, we decide to use the FaceQNet score ob-
tained by the face to judge it’s sharpness. This feature
helps us in selecting face images which aren’t blurred
or hazy.

4. Pose - A face with a frontal pose is easier to recognise
than a side face. Pose detection is a standard prob-
lem in Computer Vision. There are many different
proprietary (AWS Rekognition) and open-source so-
lutions (Deep Gaze [11], Hopenet [14], FSANet [21])
to calculate the roll, pitch and yaw values of a face.
FSANet is a model which aggregates results from dif-
ferent Capsule Networks. It outperforms other alterna-
tives and is a natural choice for us.

5. Dataset
Getting useful data for training and validation of solu-

tions for this problem is very difficult. The definition of
what properties we need is itself very ambiguous, some peo-
ple might feel that pose is more important; while others feel
sharpness is more important. Even when comparing two
images, people’s opinions can be very different.

We don’t have any ground truth for this problem but we
do have access to large number of face images and some
features which can be calculated using pre-trained models.

The distribution of face images of different qualities in
standard face datasets is very different from the distribu-
tion seen in videos. Movies and TV episodes have many
challenging face shots due to the direction and cinematog-
raphy techniques and effects. The faces obtained from video
frames are truly unconstrained and in the wild.

We use face images and cluster of faces from more than
200 titles, where each title has approximately 10-100 clus-
ters and 10k-40k faces. The faces are captured from every
alternate frame in the video using MTCNN [22] face detec-
tor and they’re clustered using a solution [2] developed for
actor tagging for X-Ray metadata.

6. Approach
The selection of a representative headshot comprises of

two major steps. The first is to identify the frame of the
representative face for each credited actor. The challenge is
that we do not have influence over frame conditions (such
as illumination, location, background homogeneity, focus,
sharpness in the input). The faces themselves can have di-
verse pose, presence of occlusions, and different expres-
sions.

The second step is to extract the optimal headshot from
the selected frame. Based on in-depth study of various pho-
tography blogs and professional photography courses, we
have identified some key techniques to yield automatic pro-
fessional quality headshots. This is the first known work
to automatically extract professional quality headshot from
video frame. This also helps to ensure a standardised expe-
rience to the customers. By these steps, we have solved the
problem of selecting actor headshots from an unconstraint
input video using computer vision algorithms.

6.1. Frame Selection

In this section, we propose multiple solutions for the se-
lection of the frame from which we obtain the representative
face image. We use the features described in section 4 for
determining the quality of a face. We start with a simple
baseline model for comparison. These solutions are com-
pared and evaluated in section 7.

1. Baseline Model (Pose based Heuristic Cost Func-
tion) - One of the earliest deployed solution was a sim-
ple heuristic based on the features we have obtained. It
is chosen such that faces which are more frontal facing
have a smaller pose cost.

Pose Cost = (max(|yaw|−1, 0)+1.5∗max(|pitch|−
1, 0) + 0.5 ∗max(|roll| − 1, 0))3

Size Cost = max(200−
√
resolution, 0)

Face Cost = Pose Cost + Size Cost

The face with the lowest cost is selected from a cluster.
This is an absolute score function but the value for it
can be arbitrarily large, there is no bound on the score
and thus it is difficult to interpret the values. Hand
crafted heuristics are very likely to be inconsistent and
sub-optimal as there is likely to be inefficient trade-off
between different features.
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Figure 2. Examples of the best face selected according to the fil-
tering metric in each stage.

2. Filtering Algorithm - There are usually many good
faces in a large cluster and we can design an effective
algorithm by trying to avoid selection of a bad face for
any cluster. If we want our selected face to be good in
all features, we should focus on selecting a face which
does not rank poorly in any feature instead of selecting
a face which ranks very highly for only a few features.

In this algorithm, we filter out bad faces based on a dif-
ferent feature in multiple stages. We pass the cluster of
faces through a series of filters based on their scores for
different features. In each stage, we filter out all faces
which do not match any of the following conditions:

(a) It has a feature value better than a threshold T.

(b) It ranks within the top M faces for the feature
value.

(c) It’s percentile score based on the feature is
greater than minimum percentile P.

In each stage, we filter out faces which aren’t good
according to the metric, the next filtering stages op-
erates on the faces which have already successfully
passed the previous quality checks/filters. We select
filtering parameters (T, M, P) by tuning it using ran-
dom search(we don’t have a way to calculate accuracy
of the system, the tuning relies on visual inspection of
the results).

We can understand how the filtering algorithm works
by looking at the best face selected according to the
filtering metric in each stage in Figure 2.

3. Regression based on weak supervision - Since the
filtering logic relies on the percentile distribution of
feature scores, it is more effective for selection of faces
from larger clusters. The percentile distribution of
scores over a large number of faces is quite useful. We
can use percentile score of each feature in a heuris-
tic score function to obtain weak supervision labels

for training our model to predict face quality score be-
tween 0 and 1.

We combine two different heuristics to obtain more
robust scores and to introduce non-linearity between
the features we use and the labels. The first heuris-
tic is a linear function which combines their percentile
scores for our features. The second heuristic is inspired
by the filtering logic and is similarly based on score
thresholds and percentile thresholds to select a qual-
ity bucket for each face. To qualify for a bucket, the
percentile score must be higher than Pi or the feature
score must be higher than Si ∀ features i. We get the
weak supervision labels by taking the average of the
normalised Heuristic1 score and the quality bucket
score of a face. The heuristics are tuned using random
search followed by visual inspection of results.

Our training set consists of more than 4 million faces
from over 200 titles. Using the percentile scores from
a large set of faces makes our heuristics reliable.

We try to train different models to fit our weak super-
vision labels:

(a) ConvNet based image models - We fine tune
different ImageNet [7] and face verification mod-
els such as ResNet [9], EfficientNet [17], and
FaceNet [15] by using the face image and our
noisy labels. But we realise that the ImageNet
trained models learn only the pose based features
of the face. The face verification models are only
able to learn the sharpness based features of the
face. No single ConvNet model could extract and
utilise all the features we need to effectively pre-
dict face quality.

(b) Regression using features - We have reliable
scores for different features. We need to combine
them effectively to avoid under-indexing any fea-
ture. Extracting and using different features gives
us more transparency and tractability. Thus, we
use our features (brightness, resolution, sharp-
ness, roll, pitch and yaw) as inputs for a re-
gression model. We try many different regres-
sion models based on Decision Trees, Linear Re-
gression, Boosting, and Deep Learning. Many
models can fit our weak label scores effectively.
We select Random Forest based regression as our
preferred solution because it performs better than
other models in our visual inspection tests.

We look at how each of our different approaches perform in
section 7.
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Figure 3. Example of face alignment using landmark points.

6.2. Obtaining optimal headshot from selected
frame

Human viewers and ML algorithms have very different
requirements for how a headshot should be obtained from
an image/frame. There are many standard practices for pre-
processing of faces for algorithmic matching. It includes
warping of the face to align the face which artificially re-
duces the roll of the face. This makes the face more frontal
in pose and reduces the variance. These aligned faces are
also cropped very tightly and don’t include the person’s
neck or hair. The alignment of the faces is done using
the landmarks detected by face detection models such as
MTCNN [22]. We can look at how the faces are aligned in
Figure 3.

The face alignment and preprocessing used for ML al-
gorithms isn’t suitable to obtain images for human viewers.
When selecting actor profile images, we also need to ensure
that the image looks aesthetically appealing. We use the
following principles based on our research of professional
photography techniques.

1. Actor headshot should be in upper half or 1/3rd of the
image

2. Actor headshot should be centered.

3. Full actor hair is generally not be shown. Their hair
should be partially visible.

4. Actor shoulders should be included to give the idea of
body type.

These guidelines can be used to ensure standardisation
of the quality of actor profile images. We asked viewers
to choose between the non-standardised IMDb profile im-
ages with the same image after our standarised crop. They
found the standardised crop to be equivalent or better for
all images in the test. The standardised crop was judged to
be significantly better for 813 images from a total of 1597
images.

Combining the techniques for image/frame selection
with headshot selection gives us a very robust and effec-
tive method to generate a profile image. These methods can
also be used for other applications such as showing profile
images in photo gallery apps such as Amazon Photos. We

Figure 4. Example of profile images generated from some titles
using Filtering Algorithm with standardised cropping of face im-
ages.

can look at the profile images generated from some titles in
Figure 4.

7. Evaluation
In the first deployed version of the solution[2] to cluster

all faces in a title, we used the baseline heuristic to select
faces to represent a cluster to human annotators. We later
replaced it with the Filtering Algorithm. We compare the
results between the baseline algorithm, using just FaceQNet
scores and the Filtering algorithm. We manually evaluated
the faces selected by the different approaches into three cat-
egories -

1. Unidentifiable Images

2. Identifiable/Usable Images

3. Excellent Images
We compare the face selected by the algorithms for more

than 350 clusters based on visual inspection. We find the
filtering logic to be consistently better. The result estimates
are summarised in Table 1.

We realise that filtering logic performs optimally for
large clusters. To get more consistent results for face se-
lection, we need models for face quality prediction which
would work effectively for small clusters as well. The re-
gression model fulfills this requirement. We compare the
face selected by both algorithms for 130 clusters and pick
which selected face is better. The Regression Model signif-
icantly outperforms the Filtering Algorithm. The results are
summarised in Table 2.
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Result Baseline FaceQNet Filtering Algorithm
Unidentifiable Faces ↓ 13.4% 8.2% 8.2%
Usable Faces(including excellent) ↑ 87.6% 92.7% 92.7%
Excellent Faces ↑ 50.5% 56.7% 80.4%

Table 1. Comparing the quality distribution the faces selected for different clusters by the Baseline, FaceQNet and Filtering Algorithm.
The evaluation is performed on more than 350 clusters.

Filtering Algorithm Weakly Supervised Regression Equal
12(9.2%) 89(68.5%) 29(22.3)%

Table 2. Count of the number of clusters in which mentioned algorithm selected a better face than the other algorithm. The evaluation is
performed on 130 clusters.

Figure 5. Few examples for the scores assigned by Regression
Model. Faces are ranked in a cluster according to the score and
then sampled at equal intervals.

For models which return a quality score, we are also in-
terested in knowing if it can predict which faces are bad in
quality. We can look at the distribution of scores for faces
from some clusters in Figure 5. We can see that the model
is able to discriminate between images based on it’s quality.

Our priority is to ensure that the best faces we select are
good with respect to all features. We compare the median
value of features for the faces selected from 991 clusters in
Table 3. We can see that our regression model is able to
maintain good scores for all the features and outperforms

all other algorithms.

8. Conclusion and Future Work
Selection of a high quality representative face for a group

of faces is a critical component in many applications such as
actor identification systems. We explore multiple solutions
which give excellent results without using supervision. We
develop a unique method to generate weak labels using a
large number of unsupervised faces. We use standardisa-
tion techniques to provide optimal headshots for actor pro-
file images.

For our proposed solution, the quality of features ex-
tracted is very important. There is scope for improvement
in the model used for sharpness of an image. We also plan
to train another weakly supervised model for quality predic-
tion for automated matching where we can use scores based
on the matches made by a face verification models. We can
then use the predicted score for automated matching as an-
other feature for our current model. The heuristics used for
weak labels are largely hand-crafted and subjective. There
is scope to create these labels without relying heavily on
hand-crafted parameters.
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